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BVLOS OPERATION
 

Long-range control and automatic 
on-board air traffic detection and avoi-
dance system allows beyond visual line 
of sight operating.

ISM/SRD RADIO
 

The  SDR  is  a  control  and  telemetry
radio solution which ensures hassle- 
free operation in urban environments, 
in compliance with EU requirements.

EXTRA PAYLOAD
CAPACITY

 
Up to 12kg maximum payload                 
capacity to provide for a wide range of      
special applications such as transport-
ing heavy goods or lifting heavyweight 
sensors.

PORTABLE DESIGN
 

Detachable arms allow for transport 
in a relatively small space and a quick   
assembly.

IP55 PROTECTION
 

A design that provides protection aga-
inst rain and dust or wind gusts. Can be 
used in almost all weather conditions.

MULTIFUNCTONAL 
PLATFORM

 
A modular platform ensures the          
optimal system for the task, whether 
it is industrial or agricultural survey-
ing, cartographic or law enforcement    
operations. 

SIMPLIFIED OPERATION
 

The entire flight process is automated 
from takeoff until landing. A flight plan 
is created automatically based on the 
area of operation.

STONG
RELIABLE
PERSISTENT

maximum
range 10km

25-40 minutes
flight time

maximum 12kg
payload

portable
design

Heavy-duty
hexarotor UAV system 

GIGAROTOR6

When size
   does matter
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   SET UP
      YOUR OWN SYSTEM

LOSE THE
WEIGHT LIMIT

The GIGARotor6 with a load 

capacity up to 12 kg makes tasks 

possible  which  cannot  be  solved

with common UAVs.

INTEGRATED PAYLOAD 

We provide expert assistance in 

selecting and integrating payload 

to   have   an   optimized   aircraft 

system for complex operations.

ENJOY THE RESULTS

Plan your task and let GigaRotor6 do its 

job.  From take-off  until landing, the 

autonomous flight plan ensures speed, 

accuracy  and  the  opportunity for 

validation.

OPTIONAL COMPONENTS

GIGAROTOR6

 ON-BOARD SAFETY SYSTEMS  
If required, the system can be equipped with an ADS-B Receiver or Transponder which provide
visibility and identification to traditional air traffic. The entire on-board guidance system can be
doubled for an advanced level of safety.

 POWER  
The standard Lithium-Polymer battery is for lighter payloads or you can order an increased
capacity battery pack for heavier loads. We offer special multi-charger equipment.

 COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS  
10 kms communications range available using ISM / SDR radio modules in adherence with EU 
standards. This range can also be achieved with NATO-exclusive frequency bands. In case of using
an LTE / 4G module there is no effective communications range limit.

 GROUND CONTROL STATION  
As a basic ground control station, we recommend a Surface Pro tablet with a shockproof case.
For industrial and military applications, the impact- and waterproof Panasonic ToughBook or
ToughPad products are optional. However, the GIGARotor6 system be operated from any regular
laptop/notebook.

 PPK/RTK SYSTEM  
EMLID’s on-board and ground-based elements allow for high accuracy in recording position 
information and post-flight processing.

 ACCESSORIES  
In addition to the system’s main units we also offer portability, maintenance and battery charging/
discharging accessories.


